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Further Not= on Painting with Irgglgn

Jan Vuori's ankle on painting with Irgalan
dyes in the Spring TCN prompted some
»yher aperbnenrbigar Ehe Canadimr Wcr
Mhan Wewanted m see how Kflizc*ve thEs
Edmique would be when applied to heavier
.#zbries,

To this enitwe 'lpaimed" an sirk bariste. fine
and med„,m weighr silk nvia worsied wool
cbank. medium and heavyweigh: wool
Bannel. and worsted,root gabardine
samples. All sompk Jabdcs ccIme from
Tes®brics.

Co#ete *epeneonion was achinedwah

Lhe silk sEmples and rhe 14·001 cha#is. Lhe
peneaion corretazed direc:4· 10 the weighz
efike adursamples. bebigiess compleze the
hecn'feT Lhe weigh' and dghig ihe wear.
Both die woo/gab,„di,ze ami Lze heazy wwol
.Aulne/r=qzdred repeated bnrsh#Ig go achie,r

any penetrazion-

Despite the lock ofcompIete penetration wilh
the hemver#rics thes cozddpossib* be

used jbi hole filing as only dze su*ces
would show. Maing a series of smaN samples
from "paint pots' as opposed tonmning

[ime consuming dye baihs is an added bonus.
and the repakrmmenaliouldbc easily
idemifiable for Junre consermzon

We aiso painted a knge (1 j7 cm X 52 an)
piece ofsiik baziss to see 4 the steming

process would be *core wilh ZooseN folded
fabric We made a (37 cm X 25 cm X 19 an
deep) steam box ofCorpiastihh a mion
screen bonom. & proved sliccessfufard in
further discussion with Shirley Browsky of
Canazm Mohair Farms she told us about a

colleague who used dothes dmer hose-Ar Lhe

same pu,pose. We haven't Ined the yet bul il
sowids Ske it would *w* #le nic*.

Helen Holt
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FROM THE EDITORS

In August of this year I had the unique oppominity to visit
Indonesia with my husband. Java, Ball Lombok - these are the
names that, for the western world, conjure pictures ofblissful

tropical breezes and long white beaches. Sadly, the truth is very
differem Bom these idyltic images.

Jakarta, capital city and seat ofgovernment, is a study in the
hazards of rapid development. Huge construction cranes sprout
across the skyline like weird flowers, raising buildings of dramatic
architectural ingenuity. At a glance it is a city ofgrace and wealth.
A closer look reveals a sadly different story. Leaning against the
consouction site walls are homes cobbled from bits of tin and

scrounged lumber. Euphemistically known as "informal housing",
they represent the living conditions of a vast number of city
dwellers

Pollution is an appalling problem in Jakarta. Without the benefit of
planned sewers or emission controls for vehicles, the air is putrid
beyond imagination. It is within this stew that a largely volunteer
group attempts to maintain museums.

A visit to the museums in Jakarta would break the heart of any
conservator. Environmental controls consists of being able to close
the windows if it rains too hard. Fumigation?..lizards run about the

top ofthe walls collecting any insect foolish enough to get in their
path. In the National Museum of Indonesia, I watched in horror as

a party of children climbed over an eighteenth century table.

Surely, it is the sign ofa developed nation that we place so much
importance on the maintenance of our cultural heritage. Is it a sign

of our slow decline that budgets for their maintenance are being
eroded at every turn? Will we, in years to come, see the track of
mildew darken the corners of our most cherished artihcts? Without

the political will to alter this path, it seems inevitable.

While we concern ourselves with our own conditions, perhaps it is
also incumbent upon us to go beyond our own scope. Just as
medical people go on missions of mercy perhaps it is time for
conservators to turn their attentions to the needs ofthese

developing counnies. Does a mechanism exist to assist the poor
nations of the world whose beautiful collections are moldering

away? By creating international awareness, is it not possible that
we would create a greater awareness in our own governments?
Environmentalists have done it, to great success. Why shouldn't
we? A little militancy might go a long way.

LESLEY WILSON
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PAINTED FABRICS

1 /ANyunusual resultscanbeobtainedbypainting
*11/1 various fabrics with sealing wax paint

The paint is prepared as described on page 26.
The position of the design to be painted is indicated
very jightly and thepaintingdone intheregularway.

One very popular use is the decorating of hats.
The materialof thehatmay besilk. strawor felt and
the design can be painted directly on the hat or on
any trimming that is to be used. The hat at the top
of thepage is satin and the one at the bottom of the
page 13 felt.

The scarf that the girl is wearing is gray georgette
painted with old rose and shades of blue.

The other articles pictured'show a variety of
painted materials.

The window transparency is painted on white
lina lawn. The outline of the design is made with
raised lines. Black is used and it is applied as de-
scribed m Lessons, Chapter 1.

A powder puff case of imitation leather, a velvet
jewelry case, a velour table runner and a patent
leather belt are shown as examples of a few ol the
fabrics that can be attractively painted.

Any wash materials that have been painted with
sealing wax paint can be wwhed in lukewarni water
without injury.
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Reprinted from: Sealing Wax Craft, published by Dennison
Manufacturing Co., ca. 1925.

Sealing wax paint was prepared by dissolving small pieces
of sealing wax in denatured alcohol.

/
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Diagrams For Costume Condition Reports

Diagrams fIre
especially useful
since they display
only the required
information: type
of damage and its
location.

Documenting an artifact visually, whether by drawings, diagrams photographs or
slides, is an essential part of a complete condition report. Images show more precisely
than words the state ofthe artifact at any given time. Diagrams are especially usefillsince
they display only the required infomnation: type of damage and its location However, the
conservator may avoid using diagrams because oflack ofdrawing ability, insufficient time
or both. These excuses can be especially appealing when considering the relatively
complicated shapes of most costume. This article describes a quicker, more reliable
method for producing accurate diagrams of costume that can give decent results without
great drawing Rkeill.

Context

The following technique was refined in the context ofa long-term ongoing project
in the Tectile Conservation Laboratory at the Canadian War Museum in Ottawa
Condition reports consisting of wntten descriptions ofthe garment and its conditio
diagrams to record the locarion and extent of damage and colour slide documentation are
being produced for all pre-Boer War material in the uniform collection (approidmately 650
items).With reports done in advance and assuming no further deterioration in the
meantime, artihcts can be prepared more quickly when needed for exhibition or other
purposes. Given their age, the pre-Boer War unif6rms are more likely to be in poor
condition and theref6re more likely to require lengthy treatment. Documenting the
condition is also more time consuming ifdone thoroughly. Furthermore, a complete
condition report is invaluable when deciding whether a particular piece is suitable for the
intended purpose. Doing condition reports beforehand when time or capable volunteers
are available, thus expedites the whole process.

Why Diagrams?

The diagram is a very practical method of documenting condition. Location, extent
and type of,·IRmAge is more quickly recorded accurately and clearly in diagram form than
in words, especially ifdamage is emosive. Reading and interpreting a diagram is also
easier, often more so than photographs since irrelevant information is excluded. Whether
used to make decisions - should or can an arnfact be used; does it need treatment and of
what sort - or as a benchmark for future comparison, an accurate and easy to read diagram
of an amfact's condition can improve results.

Diagrams are often used with flat artifacts including textiles. Flags and banners,
samplers, handkerchiefs, rugs, tapestries and archaeological fragments, like paintings and
works on paper, are usually easier to both draw and photograph than three-dimensional
artifacts like costume. Sketching a rectangle or similar shape ofcorrect proportions and
outlining major areas of surface pattern or image are within the capabilities ofmost
conservators. Alternatively, photographs can be traced or photocopied. Damage can be
quickly mapped omo these images and identified with colour-coded or letter keys, or
recorded on separate, copied diagrams for different types of damage.
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Dingrn m for Costume

Documenting the condition of costume is more ofa challenge due to the artifacts'
greater complexity. Though some pieces, such as Far Eastern robes, can be treated as flat
textiles, most costume is shaped to fit the human body and will not conveniently assume

neat, flat proSIes of recto and verso for either the drawer or the photographer. Cuffs,
lapels, oversldrts and overlaps ofother sorts obscure other surfaces. Gathers and pleas
complicate matters firther: moth larvae enjoy the hidden parts as much ifnot more. Fitted
sleeves will Rimply not lay flat Inner surfaces such as linings and pockets are even more
difficult to lay out since it may not be advisable to turn the garment inside out. Yet
attending to them is just as Mitical.

All the advantages of using a diagram for documenting condition apply as much to these
artifacts, if not more so. Precise u,ritten descripdon is tricky and laborious without top
and bottog left and right corners to refer to, although seams (especially intersections) and
decoration will suffice. Reading and imerpreting such adescription, even one's own, is
slow and susceptible to error. Reference points and diredons must be located and
followed correctly on a fledble artifact that presents a slightly different aspect each time it
is shifted. Since there are few standard procedures for such description-the variety in
clothing precludes simple guidelines--the wording will be peoiliAr to the writer and th,19
open to misinterpretation. Moreover, extensive overall damage, such as the moth damage
on wool or the wear and deterioration of silks found frequenily on uniforms, is impossible
to describe accurately in words.

Photographs can help but have their own limitations. Some damage, mich as grazed
areas or pinsize holes, does not necessarily show up clearly. A complicated shape can be
documented in awell chosen series of photos; but to translate it imo images that lend
themselves to easy copying without resulting in a jimhle of disjointed views is decidedly
more difficult. With some practice, a conservator can probably record damage in diagram
form with less, more gentle handling than that needed to expose a suitable view for the
camera.

Drawing such an artifact is demanding, but at least the conservator, when producing
a diagram, can resort to means not available to the photographer. Sections can be drawn
out and separated, preferably along the seams like pattern pieces as long as the diagram
remains intelligible to the non-sewer. Hidden surfaces can be sketched and appended to
overall views so that their relationship to the whole is not lost.

In order to assure easy and correct reading however, a diagram must be reasonably
accurate. Ifthe proportions are wrong a tear, for example, may relate properly to one
seam but not to another on the other side or to surrounding damage This may leave the
reader doubtful as to what was intended. On the other hand, extreme precision is probably

not necessary in most cases. The challenge is to find a method for producing diagrams
thai reasonably reflect the proportions of artifacts while not requiring amazing talent for
drawing. In thecase ofcollections thathave numerous similar items, like the tunics,

jackets, coatees, overalls and waistcoats in the uniform collection at the Canadian War
Museum, a technique that would speed up production of similar diagrams is also desirable,

Precise written I
l

description is F

tricky mid labonma.
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Though an ability to draw well still helps greatly, the following technique attempts to fiLIE1
theseneeds.

Materials

The materials needed are simple and readily available: graph paper, plain white
paper, measuring tape, calculator (optional), pencil and eraser. Graph paper permits quick
production of scale diagrams based on a f6w measurements. Using a simple scale, such as
1 block = 3 cm, the conservator can map out basic propordons on either side of a
vertical axis without 1-ulers. A consistent scale allows easy comparison of all pieces iom
the diagrams. The garment outlines can be drawn symmetrically around the vertical axis,
while the grid serves as a copying aid. Any minor asymmetries can be ignored unless
absolute precision is required.

Taking Measurements

Several vertical and horizontal measuremems are sufficient to plot the critical points
needed to establish correct proportions. The following are most useM: hillength, length
from top to lower edge of collar, to top of armhole seam, and to underarm and waist
seams; width at the collar, between the tops ofthe armhole seams (shoulders), at
underarms, waist and lower edge, and across the sleeve at the cuffand the widest pan.
Others can be taken to speed drawing of details of the garment, such as the heighi ofthe
cuff pockets or braid decoration. All ofthese Sgures are then mnslated to Bt the scale of
the diagram: by dividing by 3 in this case. A calculator comes in handy at this point.

The degree of accuracy depends on the purposes ofthe diagram and the needs of
the conservator or i=itution. Very accurate measurements are necessary for a precise,
scale diagram or may be required for other uses such as the collection of historical data.
However, a reliable diagram for condition reports can be produced from reasonably
accurate proportions. Measurements taken to whole or half centimetres and translated to
whole, half and at most quarter boxes should suffice in most cases. With practice, the
conservator may be able to sketch such diagrams very quickly with few or no
measurements, iftime for even this streamlined procedure is not available.

Drawing and Recording Condition

With graph paper and the translated measurements, the conservator can draw a
reasonable outline of the artifact more quickly than on plain paper. Points are plottedl
based on the measurements, and the outline drawn in between, like a dot-to-dot but with
carefully curved lines. Only outlines and major seams need to be drawn on the graph
paper. The final drawing is worked on plain paper, eliminating the distraction of the grid.
The outline is traced and the details filled in. Working over the graph paper even while
drawing details permits use of the grid to speed up accurate placement, especially of
symmetrical details. Often both from and back views can be outlined on the same graph
image and traced separately. Linings can be traced from the same outlines with a few
adjustments. Leaving the graph diagram uncluttered by details makes speedier, repeated
tracing easier and allows later use of the same image for other similar artifacts. Recording
a piece's measurements on its graph outline makes it easy to see ifthe proportions are
similar enough to those of other artifacts If so, new points can be plotted and the new
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outline drawn directly onto plain paper, using the old outline underneath as a guide to
connecting the dots. A set oftype drawings can greatly speed up production ofcondidon
diagrams in a project such as that at the Canadian War Museum. Complicated frequently
used details such as Austrian knots can be similarly drawn and traced whenever the size
iscorrect.

Once the drawing ofthe important components is complete, the conservator can
record the condition ofthe artifact. In this project, all drawing was done in pencil with
the graph paper still below for quicker placement. Different kinds of strokes and letter
codes identify the damage (see diagram). In order to keep the key simple, the categories
adopted are basic types: physical damage to whole fibres (holes, losses tears), fibre

surface damage (abrasion, grazed nap), colour changes (stains, soiling grime,
discoloration), creases and fold lines, loose stitches (in seams or surface stitching). The
same key is used as much as possible for all pieces even though all types of damage may
not be present. The written description on the condition report further clarifies the nature
ofthe damage with reference to the diagrams. Depending on the condition ofthe artifact
this part ofthe procedure can take as much or more time to complete than the initial
outline drawing.

Conclusion

By using graph paper, a series of measurements and tracings, the conservator can
produce highly accurate diagrams ofgarments more quickly than worldng from scratch
each time. Since diagrams are an ideal but time-consuming method for recording the
condition of costume, these techniques may make it easy enough to be worthwhile for the
busy conservator. All the same, nothing helps like an ability to draw well. Even with skill
it still takes a couple of hours to produce three outline views of a tunic (front, back and
lining) and another couple ofhours to map out fairly extensive damage. An even better
technique might be a computer software program with several basic outlines on 51e that
can be altered when the measuremems of a particular garment are entered. Even so, the
conservator will still have to record the damage!

Irene Karsten

(Irene Karsten undenook this project while working as volimteer (sorely missed) at the
Canadian War Museum. She is currently emoled in the Clothing and Textiles MA
programme at the University of Albena We wish her every successin her latest venture.
Helen Holt, Canadian Wm Museum)
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Low Interventive Upholstery Conservation at LACMA
-A Crash Course-

LOW-INTERVENTIVE UPHOLSTERY CONSERVATION AT LACMA-A
CRASH COURSE*

ABSTRACT - Preparing for LACMA's recent exhibition 'Common Forms, High Art:
Three Ceniwies of American Furnitie," the conservation staf was faced with treating
over 40 uphoistered chairs infour months. Most of the chairs did not retain their original
upholgery, a majority had inappropriate fabrics, and mcoly profiles were historically
inaccurate. A minimally interventive approach to upholstery conservation was
implemented, wherein methods and mmerials that are stable and easily reversible were
sought. Wherever possible, the insernon of metal fasteners into the wood was avoided.
This paper discusses lectiiques learned and applied during the project, with panicub
emphasis on the use of historical information, the application of carved high-density
Ethqfoain semfonns, covering with reproduction fabrics, and applying jinishing details.

INTRODUCTION

Let us begin by considering for a few moments what comes to mind when we think of a
chair. For most people, the chair has a specific fimction which is ualitarian: we sit on it.
Perhaps secondarily, it also plays a decorative role: we want a chair to fit into our interior
design scheme. But most people do not consider a chair to bea work of art, worthy of
being preserved in its original state. This is substantiated by the frequency with which
historic chairs have been de-upholstered and re-upholstered, with little or no concern for the
preservation of original materials or aesthetic integrity. As a matter of fact, most
upholstered 18th or 19th century chairs we encounter today bear little resemblance to their
original appearance.

As conservators of historic upholstery, we must learn how to look at and to see through
later upholsteries. To distinguish the rare and valuable examples of original upholstery
which have miraculously survived to this day, requires training the eye to spot non-original
upholstery techniques. For example, two common characteristics ofthe 20th century are
the use of excessive padding (photo 1), resulting in proEles that look pufTy (sometimes
referred to as over-stuffed), and secondly, fabrics and trims chosen to suit modern tastes or
modern misconceptions of the past.

To illustrate these concepts examples will be drawn from an enormous project begun in
November 1994 by the conservation departmem of the Los Angeles County Museum ofArt
(LACMA). More than forty upholstered chairs from the permanent collection and a
signifcam promised gift, were conserved for LACMA's recent fitrniture exhibition entitled
"Common Forms, High Art: Three Centuries of American Furniture." The exhibition
opened in March of 1995, so one can calculate that 40 chairs received attention over a
period of4 months. Of'course, planning for the project began nearly two years prior to that
and involved getting outside professional expertise to instruct and assist us. Included in the
exhibition was a variety of period filmiture from the late 17th century through the 1990'4
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such as case goods, tables, and chairs, which became the highlight of the show.

This paper will discuss the techniques we learned and applied during the project, including
methods which those of you familiar with the specialty will recognize as standard practice.
We will also share some ofthe more innovative solutions and modifications that we devised

in response to challenges encoumered along the way.

DECISION MAKING

Throughout the project we sought to implement a minimally interventive approach to the
conservation of historic upholstery. It would now be in order to define and distinguish
between two terms often used by uphoistery conservators: "non-interventive" (or "non-

intrusive") and "low-interventive.' The non-interventive approach involves the use of
materials and techniques which specifically do not require the insertion of any metal
fasteners (tacks or staples) into the wood ofa chair, so no additional holes are created. This
ideal non-interventive practice can easily be upheld in straightforward treatments such as
removable seat bottoms or "slip seats," where the finish fabric can be pinned underneath to
a foam insert. More complicated types ofupholstery, however, may sometimes necessitate
a low-imerventive course of acxion, wherein a small number of metal fasteners is inserted

into the wood to secure the upholstery. With this low-interventive approach, every effort
is made to minimize the number of fasteners applied, and whenever possible, existing nail
holes are re-used for insertion.

In this fast developing specialty, conservators are striving to advance non-interventive
treatments to such a level, that the need for metal fasteners can be eliminated altogether.
We are constantly searching for less intmsive alternatives. In contrast to the non- and
low-interventive approaches is the fully intervemive traditional method of upholstery, as
practiced by upholsterers. However, irreparable damage to the wooden elements of the
chair resulting from repeated upholsteries, is visible proofthat tradmonal techniques (which
rely on numerous tacks or nails to attach each layer of the upholstery) are not a suitable
option for conservation. Overthe years, many museums (including LACMA) have engaged
in the practice of traditional upholstery, since the awareness of less damaging options is
fairly recent, developing over the past 15 years or so.

Beginning with careful examination of each object, we were able to make informed
decisions regarding which components of a chair's upholstery might be original, and which
were likely to be later addidons. It is a sad but all too common fact that most of the chairs

we evaluated did not retain much, if any, of their original upholstery, having undergone
several re-upholsterings at different times. Sull, clues as to what might have been the
original Rnish fabric and decorative nailing pattern were sometimes found directly on the
wooden elements of a chair. For instance, a small fragment of textile still attached to an
original square-headed tack was found on the underside of an 18th c. slip seat frame tom a
New York side chair. It led us to identify a red wool fabric, which most likely served as the

original anish fabric, Decorative nailing patterns were often recognized by a regular pattern
of nail holes, and they were documented with tracings onto strips of Mylar. These bits of
evidence proved useful during the final stages of treatment, resulting in an historically
accurate presentadon.

An interesting case, involving traces of decorative nailing was discovered on the rails of a
Federal mahogany side chair with missing upholstery Textile weave impressions were

11
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noted in the wood in those areas that had decorative nails. It was postulated that a fairly
stifT fabric must have caused the indentations, such as a fabric woven from horsehair;

accordingly, a black horsehair cloth typical of the period was selected as the replacement
finish fabric f6r the chair.

Generally, our philosophy was to de-upholster and remove materials that were not original
only if they were considerably degraded, or were deemed stylistically inaccurate. Such
was the case with chairs whose profiles did not faithfully reflect the aesthetic ofthe period
in which they were made. Changing tastes over the years had oRen resulted in misleading
re-interpretations ofthe appearance ofa chair's upholstery. We had, fbr example, a pair of
late 18thcentury chairs by Samuel Mcintyre, to which 20th century style springq had been
added creating an excessively high profile. Our recreation of a more 6tting profile was
accomplished by omitting the springs (photo 2).

In several other cases, the non-original materials were fairly stable and retained the correct
proSie, so they were left in place Minor adjustments were made by either adding or
removing layers of padding. Depressions were corrected with slight pressure from a
custom-fitted rigid insert underneath the seat. Whenever non-original upholstery was
partially or entirely removed, it was first documented thoroughly with photographs and
written descriptions. Samples of all layers were taken and kept in the object's treatment
file. Moreover, we maintained a constant lookout f6r historical evidence. Keep in mind
that those of us carrying out the de-upholstery are the only ones who witl see these
processes and materials, as well as the chairs in their so-called "naked" state.

Examination often goes hand in hand with de-upholstery Befbre discussing the mechanics
of de-upholstering, it is important to realize that once de-upholstery is begun, there is no
turning back, meaning that one is committed to carry the treatment to completion. As with
other conservation treatments, the conservator milst first be certain that the procedure is
within his/her abilities. The process of de-upholstering is faifiy straightforward, but time
consummg. The preferred tool f6r removing upholstery tacks is a pair of Lindstrom
oblique pliers, which have the proper angle to facilitate gripping or prying the tack heads,
and a nice padded handle. Care must be taken not to dent the wood; this can be
safeguarded by using a thin metal spatula as a barrier between the wood and pliers.

RECREAT[NG THE PROFILE

Replacement seat f6rms f6r de-upholstered chairs were carved from 9 tb. high-density
polyethylene foam which goes by the trade name Ethafbam. Ethafoam, mR,le by Dow
Chemical Corp., comes in 2 inch thick planks measuring 24 x 108", and can be pre-cut or
heat laminated (with no adhesives) to any speciEed thickness by the distributor. This rigid
material having worldng properties similar to wood, allowed us to recreate historically
correct seat profiles by shaping with a variety of carving tools. For those unfamiliar with
uphoistery conservation, the use of a hard material like Etbafoam to recreate softer,
upholstered forms, may seem peculiar. Its advamages--including the stability of the
polymer, ease of shaping, and reversibility as applied in treatment--explain why it has
become a material of choice among upholstery conservators.

After transfening the outline of a seat shape by means of a paper template, the Ethafoam
form can be cut with either a band saw, or if the plank is too wide for the throat depth, a
jig saw. Both tools are useful only for cutting out the rough shape of the new seat. The

Changing tastesover theyears had 
often resulted in
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the appearance Of
achair's

upholsteo.
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Photo t Before treannent. This tate 19* century ehair is one of a pal, possibly by Sinuel Mch:[irepom Salem Massachusects. Note the pujj)
20,11 cenmry re-upholsiery (LtCHA acc. #M.55.2b)

Photo 2: After treaunent. A cmved Elhafoam foym. reproduction fabric and decorative nail heads create mi appmpriaie period upholstely
ushg low-interventive techniques. (l.ACMA oce. *M.35..b)
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jig saw has greater versatility, but for accurate cutting the blade must be kept perpendicular
to the Ethaf6am surface.

The Ethafoam is then subjected to a series of reductive carving operations, for which an
ordinary household electric 1cnife Oike the inexpensive Black & Decker electric meat cutter)
is most useful. The electric knife removes thin slices offoam, allowing for easy contouring
beveling, tapering and rounding ofedges. There are a couple of drawbacks to the electric
knife: If the tool is under a constant load it can overheat and even burn out completely
(allowing it to cool off periodically is recommended); also, the blade length is too short to
reach the center of most fbrms. For those having experience with power tools, an electric
router can be used to remove uniform amoums ofmaterial. Final shaping is achieved with
a combination ofcoarse rasps, Shurform shavers, and a Japanese rasp made from hacksaw
blades. These are used to smooth out rough areas, and to taper down and blend the central
dome, which can not be ireached with the electric latife.

Once carving is completed, the Ethafoam seat is covered with one or more thin layers of
polyester batting, which help reduce its rigid appearance and provide some loft, thus
lending a more natural look to the upholstery. Of course it is still rather uncomfortable to
sit on such a rigid (and we might add, sturdy) seat, but at the same time, this provides a
hidden safety Bctor for the chair: no one will want to sit on it, or at least not for very long.

In recreating profiles, we encountered a few situations which called for more individimlized
solutions. For example, a slightly concave slip seat frame from an early 19th century
Empire side chair required that the Ethafoam be contoured on the underside, matching the
curvature ofthe wood. A simple, practical short-cut to create this curvature without the
need for precision carving involves cutting parallel grooves in the underside of the foam
with a table saw. The grooves are spaced approximately I inch apart, and are deep enough
to allow the Ethafoam to flex easily. Because Ethafoam has a memory, it may be necessary
to insert slightly wider strips offoam into the grooves, to act as wedges, giving the form its
permanent curvature.

Another difficulty we encountered while applying Ethafoam seat forms to amchairs,
resulted in a different innovation. Because high-density Ethaf6am is completely rigid, it
was impossible to insert the proper size form onto the wooden seat frame in cases where
the arms protruded inward. Therefore, we developed folding "wings" in tile sides ofthe
form, which can be turned up to clear the arms of the chair for installation. Again, these
wings were made by cutting grooves in the underside ofthe Ethafoam form. The following
is our solution for securing Ethafoam inserts into the seat frames: Special brass clips were
fabricated from flat stock soldered onto both ends of a threaded rod; for disassembly, the
clips can be released simply by turning the unit 90 degrees or more. The fiat, smooth
surface ofthe clips prevents abrasion ofthe original seat fiame.

FINISH FABRICS AND TRIMS

Three commonly encountered upholstery techniques of the 18th and 19th centuries are
(from straightforward to more complex) the slip seat, which has a separate removable
cushion with its own wooden support frame; over-the-rail, in which the finish fabric is
wrapped over and around the wooden rails ofthe seat and secured on the underside ofthe
chair; and finally, the most structurally complex of the three is half over-the-rail which
requires the fi nish fabric to be attached by some method halfway down the exposed
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wooden rails (figure 1). Often half over-the-rail upholstery is adorned with decorative trim
or nails, in order to impart a finished look to the fabric edges Most over-the-rail

upholstered chairs actually contain sections tbat are half over-the-rail for example around
the front legs, where the fabric cannot be pulled over the wooden members. An additional
technique and by far the most complex of all is the completely upholstered chair, such as
an easy chair.

Over-the-rail and slip seats have their 6nish fabrics pinned inio the Ethafoam seat form or
insert. Covering half over-rail and sections around the front legs of over-rail chairs
demands a different solution, one that would be classified as low-interventive. In such

cases, narrow strips of Nomer a stiffnylon paper manufactured by DuPont, were wrapped
with strips of the finish fabric, affixed with heat-activated BEVA 371 Elm. Then, the
fabric-covered strips were attached to the rail using stainless steel staples driven by a
pneumatic staple gun at low pressure. The fabric-covered strips provided a substrate to
which the Enish fabric could be hand-sdtched in areas where half' ofthe wooden rail would

remain exposed.

Finally, we should mention a few words about the finishing touches-decorative nails and
trim- Decorative trim was applied using two layers of heat activated BEVA 6lm and a
heated spatula. Two layers were necessary as the heat was diffused by the thickness ofthe
trim--one layer was applied to the finish fabric edges, and the other applied directly to the
back of the trim. The two BEVA layers fused together quite easily, and a chair could be
trimmed in less than four hours.

We also used a non-interventive method for fastening decorative nails onto the Enish fabric.
By gluing on the nail heads instead ofdriving the nail shanks into the wood, further damage
to the wooden members ofthe chair was prevented. The shanks had to be cut shorter than
the bottom edge of the brass head to assure good adhesive contact. A wire cutter was
altered by grinding to create grooves that accommodate the cup-shaped heads of both #9
and #10 gilt and lacquered brass nails. Then the nail heads could be glued to the
reproduction fabric with hot melt polyethylene glue. Another indispensable tool is a
magnetic interchangeable screwdriver which is ground down just enough to hold a nail
head while the hot glue is applied, and then to easily release it without pulling on the fabric.

The correct positioning of nail heads was probably the most challenging aspect of this
phase, even when referring to a pattern. The system we worked out to achieve even
spacing beMeen the nals was to lightly glue on the nail heads in the desired location,
leaving the option to reposition them as necessary. For final attachment, the nail heads
were pulled off one at a time, and sufficient glue was added to adhere them more
permanently to the reproduction upholstery fbric. Still, with rough handling the nail heads
may occasionally pop off We applied about 2,500 nail heads in two weeks, and after a

while, we actually began to enjoy it.

CONCLUSION

We have now examined the basic techniques used in upholstery conservation Our f6cus
has been on re-creating historically correct profiles for chairs that have not retained their
original upholstery. Inappropriate upholstery materials were removed, giving careful
attention to historical evidence and thorough documentation. Ethafoam was carved to the
correct profile using a variety of tools. A thin layer of polyester batting was placed on the

We also used a 

non-interventiVe method for

fastening

decorative nails 4

onto the finish 1
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Ethafoam, followed by tile reproduction finish fabric. Decorative nail heads were glued on
following a pattern left on the wooden chair rails.

Our introducdon to historic upholstery conservation was indeed a "crash course". It would
not have been possible without the generous assistance of Elizabeth Lahikainen, Upholstery
Conservator in private practice, who taught us the basic techniques as weIl as undertook
the most challenging projects, including a fully upholstered 18th century Philadelphia easy
chair. Other project members included Curator of Decorative Arts, Leslie Bowman, and
Conservation Center staff members Catherine M¢Lean who supervised the project, Cara
Varnell, Shelley Svoboda, Irena Calinescu, and Jean Neeman, who also designed and
fabricated all the special tools for the project. Tile furniture conservation was bandied by
Don Menveg and Neil Rhodes. The work was labor intensive and the cost of the project
was substantial We were fortunate that several manufcturers of reproduction fabrics
donated materials, and above all we are grateful to the J. Paul Getty Trust for funding our
grant proposal without which we could not have completed the project.

Irena Calinescu, NEA/Mellon Fellow (Objects)
Catherine McLean, Consenator Of Textiles
Jean Neeman, Objects Conservafion Technician
Consendion Center

Los Angeles County Museum of Art
5905 Wilshire Boulevard

Los Angeles, CA 90036 U.S.A.
013) 8574169

APPENDIX

Tools To Sharie Ethafoam

Jig saw - can cut thick large pieces of material.
6awback- ifthe tool is not held perpendicular to the cutting surface, sides ofthe form will
be cut on an angle.

Rnndsaw - matres clean perpendicular cuts.
drawback- bandsaw throat can interfere with the cuting of large pieces ofEthafoam.

Router - takes offuniform amounts ofmaterial quickly.
drawback-a noisy and messy operation. It is best to wear ear plugs and a dust mask.

Black & Decker electric meat cutter - for slicing off large amounts of material.
bmvback- if tool is under a constam load it can overheat/burnout. Do not "push" the tool
by trying to take offtoo thick a slice ofEthafoam at one time.

Japanese Saw Rasp - A must have foo/. It does not clog up and it shaves off fine amounts
of material quickly.
bawback- can dig into the Ethafoam if not pushed evenly along the Ethafoam surface.

Surform file with handle - 15.75" long, preferably with a curved blade. Can get a
sweeping action across the surface to take offfine amounts of material quickly.
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Large Rasp - purchase the roughest tooth available. Good for taking off fine amounts of
material.

Common Tools Customized for Unholstery Conservation

Nail cutter - the shanks to the brass nail heads needed to be cut down shorter than the

bottom edge ofthe brass nail head before proceeding with the gluing operation.

Electric tools to reshape the nail cutter for cuning both #9 or #10 brass nail head shanks:
1) Electric bench grinder fbr rough shaping.

Caution- Do not overheat the tool while shaping. Dunk tool head in water often
during grindng process to keep the steel's temper.

2) Dremel hand tool with burr bits for fine finishing.

Magnetic interchangeable screwdriver - holds the customized nail head during the
*Ang operdon. Caution- some magnetic screwdrivers do not have adequate magnetic
strength to hold the steel shank of the brass nail head. Sears Craftsman brand works well.

While grinding down the tip of the screwdriver, constantly test to see ifthe tool holds the
altered brass nail head with hot glue applied, and does not pull at the fabric when releasing
the tool from the gluing operation.

Other Usail Tools:

18

Hot Glue Gun -

I) for joining Ethafoam- Permanently joins pieces of Ethafoam together, makes
extremely strong butt joints, etc.
drawback- it is extremely hard to fasten large surface areas ofEthafoam together because
the glue coots very rapidly.

2) for gluing on nail heads- A non-interventive approach to afxing nail heads omo the
show fabric.

Hints forapplying nails with a swag pattern - A good system was tolightiy glue the nail
heads on thefabric in the approximate location and reposition them ifneeded. Then pull

them Of one at a time amd add an adequate amount of hot glue to make them adhere
property.

Staple Gun - for fastening prepared Nomex strips. A low interventive method of fastening
the upholstery material to the chair frame of uphoistered half-over-rail chairs.
Approximately 3/4 inch wide Nomex strips are tightly wrapped with a material that blends
with the upholstered fabric. The material around the Nomex strips is held in place with
BEVA 6lm that is adhered with a 120 F heated spatula or tacldng iron. A staple gun and
stainless steel staples secure the prepared Nomex strips onto the frame surface. Then the
upholstery is pulled down· to the fabric-covered Nomex strips, pinned into position
temporarily, and then blind-stitched in place.

Tacking Iron - for gluing on the trim.
A tacking iron was used to apply 21ayers of BEVA film to the trim. The prepared tnm was
then ironed omo the upholstered chair.
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BEVA 371 Film- 1.0 mm thick, .Talas, 213 W. 35th St., New York, NY 10001; (212)
736-7744.

Decorative nails- 19 and #10, gilt and lacquered brass, The Turner & Seymour Mfg. Co.,
100 Lawton St., P.O. Box 358, Torrington, CT 06790; (203) 489-9214.

Ethafoam- 9 Ib. high-density polyethylene foam Quality Foam Packaging. Inc., 16180-T
E. Gladstone St., Irwindale, CA 91706; (818) 969-7754.

Hot melt glue- 3M polyethyleneglue #3764,3M Adhesives, Coatings, and Seaters Div., St.
Paul, MN 55144; (800) 373-7958.

Japanese saw rasp (for shaping Ethafoam) - Woodworkers Store, 21801 Industrial Blvd.,
Rogers, MN 55374; (800) 279-4441; item #49296.

Linstrom obli<lue cutters/pliers (for removing tacks} Paul H Gesswein & Co., Inc., 255
Hancock Ave., P.O. Box 3998, Bridgeport, CT 06605; (203) 366-5400; item #182-7231.

Nomex Aramid Paper- (a nyion paper) DEPOnt, Wilmington, DE 19880; (800) 441-7515.

Pneumatic maple gun- Rainco Stapler #7 with longer nose, #R1A7(1650MM, used with
stainless steel staples: 14" (E'704), " (E710), Ir (E712), Empire Staple, P.O. Box 7204,
Highpoint, NC 27264; (800) 243-5001.

Polyester batting- Conservation Materials, Ltd., 1165 Marietta Way, P.O, Box 2884,
Sparks, NV 89431; (702) 331-0582; item #979-1000.

*This paper was first presented at the annual meeting ofthe Western Association f6r Art
Conservation on 11 September 1995 in Kings Canyon/Sequoia National Park California.
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Flame Retardant Finishes for Textiles

Introduction

In recent years, there have been several requests at the Canadian Conservation Insdtute
from people needing information on the necessity ofapplying flame-retardant Snishes to
textiles displayed in public buildings. To answer these questions, inquiries were made into
how the fire codes pertain to objects such as historical textiles and fibre art pieces when

they are displayed in public buildings. It became clear that there are no simple and easy
answers, as interpretation ofthe fire code, and the strictness with which it is enforced

appear to vary from person to person and from place to place. The following inf6rmation
is intended to give people with questions pertaining to these regulations a starting point
for Bnding the information they require. Information on flame-retardant finishes, and
points to consider when deciding on their use, is also provided.

lFire Reeulations

General Information for Public Spaces
Fire regulations fall under provincial jurisdiction_ Therefore, they vary from province to
province. In the case ofprovinces that do have a provincial code, either: the province is
covered by the National Fire Code of Canada or each municipality within the province has
its own fire code.

The remainder ofthe information in this section pertains to requirements in the province
of Ontario. It is assumed that regulations in other provinces are similar to those outlined
below. However, persons with inquiries outside ofOntario should confirm the regulations
by calling the Fire Prevention Division ofthe Fire Department for the region in question.

Section 2.3 ofthe Ontario Fire Code states that "drapes, curtains and other decorative

materials including textiles and Sims used in buildings shall meet the requirements for a
high degree offlame resistance. According to the Fire Prevention Bureau in Ottawa
'decorative materials' include textile art pieces displayed in public buildings. The
requirements for flame resistance depends on the type ofbuilding and the location ofthe
textile within the building. Generally, textiles cannot be hung m lobbies, exits, or
evacuation routes (i. e., hallways or stairwells) unless they are

1. displayed within a cabinet glazed Same, or pleidglas box;

2. huog at an elevation such that they cannot be reached (i.e:
or

3. given a flameproofing treatment.

ignited) by passersby,

The tevdile would not be subject to these restricdons if it is hung in a room where it would
not hamper exit from the building should it catch fire.

Fire regulalons vary depending on what the building is used for; for example, hospitals
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and prisons have more stringent regulations than other buildings. People with questions
about the necessity ofapplying fire-retardant finishes should contact the Fire Prevention
Division oftheir local fire department and explain the circumstances to get information
specific to their needs. In Ottawa, call the Fire Prevention Bureau (Ottawa) at (613)798-
8825.

Federal Government buudings are required to conform to the latest edition of the National
Fire Code of Canada. For information on fire safety requirements which pertain to federal
buildings contact Office ofthe Fire Commissioner ofCanada (819) 953-0970.

Museums and Galleries

According to the NFPA (National Fire Protection Association) Recommended Practice
911, Profection of*frsezons andMuseum CoHections, Ere-retardant finishes are only
recommended f6r some materials used in the construction ofa building (Le. curtains,
wood shingles, materials used in exhibit construction). Exhibits using large amounts of
combustible materials should also be treated. Works hanging within the galleries are not
considered to be building materials' but rather are considered building contents', and as
such are not subject to Recommended Practice 911. Recommended Practice 911 is
presently being revised to become a legally binding Standard through official building
codes, but the new Standard is unlikely to require more stringent measures concerning fire-
retardant Enishes,1

According to the Ottawa Fire Prevention Bureau, textiles hanging in museums are
generally not regarded as fire hazards because they are hung in galleries, not evacuation
routes. They are also often in display cases or otherwise isolated from the public.

For questions pertaining specitcany to fire protection for collections in museums and
galleries contact:

Paul Baril, Fire Protection Advisor, Conservation Services Heritage Services Division,
CCI, at (613) 745-3760.

1 The above information onfre codes ed recommended pracnces was obtained through
Paul Baril, Fire Protection Advisor, Conser,ation Services, Heritage Services Division,
CCI, and member of NFPA Technical Committee on the Protection of Cuittiral Resou rces
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Flame-Retardant Finishes for Textiles

As shown below, some fibres are inherently more flame resistant than others.

Flame Resistance of Textile Fibres

Cotton

Linen

3Ute

Rayon

Acetate

Wool

Silk

Polyester

Nylon

Acrylic

Burns readily and quickly

Burns readily

Burns readily and is similar to linen

Burns rapidly with a possible afterglow

Burns easily and quickly

Burns slowly when flame is present, but will generally
self-extinguish ifignition source is removed

Flame will splutter and self-extinguish after ignition
source is removed

Will burn slowly; the melting fibres drop off, preventing
further burning

Will shrink from flame; will melt, drip and burn in an open

flame, but is considered to be self-extinguishing; these
properties may be aff6cted by finishes and dyes

Burns readily; will drop hot residue that can ignite other
materials nearby

compiled from Joseph, M. J. (1981). Introductory Textile Science (4th Ed)
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All of the fibres listed above will burn in the presence of flame, so they likely would not
pass the standard flammability test required by fire regulations. However, it is important to
note that the type offibre may dictate whether a flame-retardant finish can be successilly
applied to the fabric. According to Louis Jacobini ofthe Flame Safe Chemical Corp. (Fort
Worth, Texas), spray-on retardant finishes are very successful on polyester or cotton
substrates but are highly problematic for nylon, acetate, and acrylic.

Flame-retardant Snishes for textiles are widely available commercially and are intended for
use on curtains, carpets, upholstered furniture, and other home furnishings. They are easily
sprayed omo fabric and are reported by distributors to cause little or no change to the
textile's appearance. However, distributors also recommend spot-checking bef6re
treatment to ensure thai the finish does not adversely affect hand or appearance, either by
causing dyes to run or by changing the colour ofwhite surfaces. Most flame-retardant
finishes are readily removed by wet-cleaning. but can be dry-cleaned successfully. Whether
or not the textile in question can be safely wet-cleaned or drycleaned is another matter. It
is important to note that the long4erm ageing propemes ofthese finishes have not been
tested. According to Dr. Nancy Kerr (University of Alberta), they may eventually change
colour, become acidic, or effloresce with time. For these reasons their general use on
historic textiles and textile art pieces is not recommended.

However, as outlined above fibre art pieces may be required to be flameproof depending
on the type ofbuilding in which they are hung and on their location within the building.
For example, fibre artists may be required by their contracts to make their commissioned
works flame retardant, In this case, if a commercially available retardant is applied, both
the artist and the person or organization commissioning the work should be aware that
such a finish may cause damage to their investment in the long term. The use ofa pleoglas
bonnet, case, or glazed frame would be a better option (This is acceptable under the
Ontario Fire Code, but would need to be verified in other provinces.)

Flame-Retardant Products and Distributors

The following is a list of some neutral pH, non-toxic, flame-retardant finishes that are
currently on the market. The list is not comprehensive, and there may be other equally
suitable products available. Because the long-term aging properties ofthese products are
not known at this time, their use on fibre art pieces, and especially on historic textile
artifacts, is not recommended or endorsed by the Canadian Conservation Institute.

1. NuQuest Guardian

Made in the U.K. for: NuQuest Marketing Inc.
107 Franklin Way
Hyde Park, Ontario
NOM 1ZO

Tel: (519) 641-8871
Fax: (5 19) 641-8932

distributed in Ottawa by: Fabrizone Cleaning Systems
571 Bronson Ave.

Ottawa Ontario
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Tel: (613) 230-8499

Ingredients: a solution ofinorganic salts and surfactants.

Properties (from product literature).
-translucent white liquid with slight ammonia odour
-non-toxic

-pH = 7.5

Fabrizone will sell the product to individuals t6 apply themselves, or will apply the product for
the client. If the treatment is done by Fabrizone, a flame-retardant guarantee certificate is
issued. The process is guaranteed for three years, and the product can be removed by washing.

For clients outside of the Ottawa area contact Joe Nash at NuQuest Marketing. Mr. Nash can
advise whether the product is suitable for a client's needs and whether there is a distributor
nearby. Mr. Nash says that the NuQuest system is effective on all types of fbres and does not
change the appearance or hand ofthe fabric, and suggests that the most cost-effective way to
achieve a flame-retardant Snish is to have the finish applied by the fabric distributor or
manufacturer. Questions regarding this option can also be directed to Mr. Nash.

2. Fire-Nix

Distributed by Quorum International Ltd. For product information and availability call
Kim Harper (905) 985-0876 or Brian Piggot (905) 9874977.

Fire-Nix Natural

Ingredients: diammonium hydrogen phosphate
ammonium sulfate

ammonium bromide

sodium phosphate
Properties (from product literature)

-non-toxic

-water soluble

This spray-on product is not effective on materials with a non-porous surface such as vinyl,
plastics, Ebreglass, and 100% nylon.

Fire-Nix Synthetic

Ingredients: the same as Fire-Nix Natural, but in different proportions.

Properties (from product literature):
-non-toxic

-water soluble

This product is designed for use on synthetic fibres.

Both products work best if applied in two or three light, even coatings, allowing the fabric to
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dry between applications. According to distributer Brian Piggot, the finish will not alter the

stiffness or appearance of most fabrics Wit is applied properly.

3. Fabric Safe

Made and distributed by: Flame Safe Chemical Corporation
2653 Warield Avenue

Fort Worth Texas 76106

1-800-333-9197

Closest distributors for Canada are in Rochester, NY, and Seattle, Washington (the phone
number was listed in the Ottawa Yellow Pages, 1-800-333-9197).

Ingredients: aqueous-based resin

Properties (from product literature):
-clear liquid at 78'F; slight ham at 50°F and lower
-non-toxic

-non-hygroscopic
-resistant to fungal growth, and some bacteria
-pH = 6.4
-washes out

The company adjusts their formula to be compatible to a variety of textile substrates, depending
on its intended use.

4. Inspecta-Shield

Distributed by: N.Y. Fire-Shield Inc.

P.O. Box 7305 Auburn, NY 13022
(315) 255-1006, (315)255-2044, or (315) 255-2763
FAX (315) 255-2765

Ingredients: phosphate sulfate salt in aqueous solution.
(ammonium sulate)

Properties (from product literature):
-water white liquid, no odour

-non-toxic and non-allergenic

-contains a UV stabilizing agent which protects the substrate from fading
and photo-degradation

-will not be leached out by humidity
-washes out

The treatment is effective on both natural and synthetic fbres, but the surface must be absorbent

enough to allow the liquid to penetrate. This treatment is not suitable for vinyl or 100% nylon
It is important that the surface be free of dust and dirt prior to application of the finish.
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5. Nochar's Fire Preventer (NFP)

Distributed by: Crestline Industries Inc.
8 Ivy Bridge
Reisterstown, MD 21136
(410) 526-4888
FAX (410) 526·4889

Contact person: Steve Sass, Vice President

Canadian Contact. Nochar, Canada

Suite 1500 5650 Yonge St.
North York, Ontario M2M 463
(416) 226-7262

FAX (416) 512-2230

Contact Person: Mr. Jack Dabney

Ingredients: 'proprietary compounds in aqueous solution'.

Properties (from product literature):

-clear amber liquid with ammonia odour
-non-toxic

-pH = 7.1 to 7.7; slightly corrosive to metals
-elective on unsealed natural fibres, paper, and wood
-may be affected by both dry and wet deaning

Mr. Sass suggests that persons making inquiries to Nochar, Canada make reference to this ardcle,
and to Crestline Industries.

Other similar flame-retardant finishes may also be on tbe market. Persons requiring airther
options can try checking their local Yellow Pages under Fireproofing', 'Fire Protection
Equipment' or Tiameprooing Materials'. As previously stated, it is of utmost importance to spot-
test thoroughly, as some products may cause stiffening and other unwanted changes in
appearance- Careful study ofthe product literature is also essential.

Bormie Hatvorson
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Textile Conservation on the "Net"
Since 1987, a steadily growing group of conservation people, including bench conservators, curators
scieists and administrators, have been meeting on the Internet to share technical informdon, news
rumour control etc. reladng to the conservation of museum, library and archive information_

Our numbers include more than 1500 people from at least 27 countries including conservators from
several specialities, scientists, archivists librarians and academics from a number of disciplines.

There are curremly three initiatives:

1) An on-line forum, known as Cons Distlist. A moderated digest, this is issued as often as
participants send in material to be distributed, usually once or twice a week It is open to anyone who
is professionally involved - and this is interpreted very liberally - with the conservation of rmieum
materials.

2) A directory ofemail addresses for conservation professionals known as Consdir. It is updated
regularly and made available via CoOL (see below)

3) Conservation On-line (CoOL) This is a collection of full text databases covering a wide variety of
conservation and preservation issues. It uses WAIS ('Wide Area Information Server) Gopher, and
World Wide Web technology to provide quick access to information from anywhere on the Internet.

These activities are taking place on the Internet, a world-wide Network ofNetworks (Bitnet, UUCP,
etc.). If you have an accoum on any machine on the Net please get in touch with me at consdist-
request@lindy.stanford.edu - If you are not sure how to do this, please feel free to phone me and I
will do what I can to get you going.

Ifyou are on Compuserve or MCImail instructions for getting to me are given below. Ifyou are on
one or the other commercial services call or write and I will be happy to show you how to send and
receive Internet mail (alas, there are several commercial services thai do not connect to the Net)

Walter Henry
Conservation Lab

Smnford University Libraries

consdist-request@lindy. stanford.edu
(415) 725-1140

From Compuserve
Send to ->Imemet:condist-request@lindy.stanford.edu"

From MCIMail

at the "To:" prompt type "Walter Henry (EMS)"
at the "EMS:" prompt type "internet"

at the "Mbx" prompt type "consdist-request@lindy. stanford.edu"

Abridged and Reprinted
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The Effect on Wool Fabrics of

Multiple Freeze/Thaw Treatments for
Insect Control

Abs.gct The fyeeze/thiw process is a com,enient method for co,molling the enuy inlo a museum stor«ge mr,iroinnent
of matertals which may have bee exposed to insect infesmtion Tear swength and abrasion resismnee meosuremena
on woolfabrics exposed to up to 30.freeze/thot cycles mdicate dwi the proce,hire causes no significant domage.

Introduction

The Relics Collection ofthe Australian War Memorial comes largely from donations, many of
which have previously been stored under uncontrolled conditions for many years without
adequate inspection_ The items containing wool or feathers are very susceptible to attack by
insects, especially clothes moth (Tineidae) and carpet beetles (Dermestidae), and could lead to
widespread damage throughout the collection [1,2]

Increasing concern over the toxicity of pesticides to humans has meant that many
chemicals formerly found effective in controlling insect infestdons and protecting cultural
collections from insect damage can no longer be used. Stricter safety regulations in 1984
required the Memorial to Snd an alternative protection system to replace the ethylene oxide
filmigation chamber used up until that time on items coming into store.

Freezing of samples has been shown [3-12] to be an effective means for controlling various
insect pests in a museum environment. The procedure has been used as part of an
Integrated Pest Management system at the Memorial for 9 years. Newly acquired items
and items returning to storage are put in a holding area and go through the freezer program as a
preventive measure. This system has been very successfil with no insect infestions at the
Memorial during the period. A review ofthe system has recently been published [13].

The procedure is to rapidly freeze the fabrics to a temperature below -20'C in a few hours
and retain the fabrics at this temperature for several days befbre allowing them to thaw With
minimum disturbance. While causing no visual damage to textiles, this procedure has the
potential to damage due to the effects ofice formation within the fabrics, especially as
fabrics may be subjected to the procedure many times.

In this study an abbreviated freeze/thaw cycle has been applied up to 50 times to new wool
fabrics and to a few old fabrics Som the Memorial's collection. The effect on tear strength and
abrasion resistance was monitored. A staining procedure was also applied to some ofthese
fabrics and the stained fabrics assessed visually using fluorescence microscopy. The effect of
freeze/thaw treatments on fabrics subjected to prior irradiation so as to simulate the effects of
normal use, and ofconducting the freeze/thaw treatments at varying water coment, have also
been studied.
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Two fabrics were used. An undyed plain weave fabric (145 g.m-2) and a lightly milled khali-dyed
serge fabric (400 g.m-2) Specimens were cut to size 100*200 mm (warp*weft).

Old Fabrics

Fabrics tested were an undyed plain weave flag fabric ( 148 g.mb, a red-dyed pardon of the same
fabric, a grey milled serge fabric (297 gm-2) from a skin panel, and a black superfine piece (463
g.m-5 from a pair oftrousers (probably dating back to 1914-18). Specimens were cut as above.

Equipment

Freezer (operating at -25' C); Instron tensile testing machine; Martindale abrasion machine;
Macbeth Colour-Eye reflectance spectrophotometer.

Pre-Treatments

(a) Several samples ofeach new fabric were subjected to irradiation with a Philips ML lamp for 7
and 14 days at a distance of 20 cm from the axis ofthe lamp and an air temperature of 45' C[14].

(b) Several samples were partly dried by heating in an 80' C oven for one hour, then sealed in
plastic bags. Moisture coment, determined from the change in fabric mass, was reduced from 10-
12% to about 5% by this procedure.

(c) Several samples were moistened by interleaving them with damp paper then removing the paper
and sealing the samples in plastic bags. Moisture coment was increased to about 20% by this
procedure.

Freeze/rhaw Procedure

The sealed plastic bags, which contained a maximum of 8 layers of Sbric, were kept
separated in the freezer. After 120 minutes freezing, they were taken But to thaw at room
temperature for 90 minutes. Batches of specimens were subjected to the freeze/thaw cycle
up to 50 times.

Tear Strength

These tests, at 65% R.H. and 21 C, were conducted by the method ANSI/ASTM D2261-76, except
that each sample had two 60 mm cuts in the weft direction to f6rm three'tongues', the gauge length
was set at 75 mm and the extension distanceat 150 mm. Each cut wastested, giving two warp yarn
tears from each specimen The final result is the average ofthe two tears,

Abrasion Resistance

Treated samples ofthe various fabrics were tested on the Martindale abrasion machine at
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65% R.H. and 20' C. Weight losses were recorded after 2000,4000 and 6000 rubs.

Colour

The colour ofthe red-dyed fabric was measured before and after 50 freeze/thaw
treatments. Colour difference (DE*/) was calculated from the average L*a*b* values for
measurements at 4 locations on 6 thicknesses ofmaterial.

Dyeing

Treated samples of the new light fabric were dyed for 15 minutes at 61 C with C.I. Acid Red
17 (20 mg/l at pH 3.0). The samples were rinsed thoroughly and air dried.

Results and Discussion

Selection offreeze/thaw cycle

In the context ofthe present experimem it would be impractical to prepare samples with the 2-3
days cycle used for insect protection at the museum. Using a freezer set at -25' C and 8 layers
offabric we find that the inner-most fabric reached a temperature of below -20' C within 30
minutes. Damage to fabric during the freeze/thaw cycle is most likely to occur during the rapid
increases and decreases oftemperature. Prolonged freezing ofancient felt fabrics f6r thousands
ofyears has not caused their destruction [15]

In this study we have used a minimum of 120 minutes freezing and 90 thawing f6r each
cycle, with some cycles being extended for several days. At the Australian War Memorial
samples will be subjected to the freeze/thaw treatment up to once per year. The maximum
of 50 cycles used in the current experiments should produce damage equivalent to the
worst effects of the treatment on wool samples at the Memorial during the next 50 years.

The effect offreeze/thaw treatments on new wool hbrics

The application of 50 freeze/thaw cycles to either light or heavy wool fabrics gave no
measurable decrease in tear strength (Table 1, Figure 1) or increase in weight loss due to
abrasion (Table 2, Figure 2). In each case the variability in results was well within what
would be expected for samples showing no damage.

No increase in dye staining was observed as a result ofthe freeze/thaw treatments.
Inspection ofthe dyed fabric under the fluorescence microscope showed no obvious
change in dye distribution along the fibres. A more thorough study would need to be
conducted to be sure that no surface cracking had taken place. Large numbers of samples
would be required for such a study because of the variability of staining which occurs from
the tip to the base ofwoot fibres

The effect offreeze/thaw treatments on old wool fabrics

Slight decreases in tear strength and increases in weight loss due to abrasion were
observed for almost all the samples tested. The changes are less than 10% for tear
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strength and for mean weight loss on abrasion (Tables 2 and 3). Most ofthe apparem
deterioration could be accounted for on the basis of variability in the measurements. There may
well also bea non-random variability in the amoum of deterioration ofthe various parts ofthe
samples during use. A much wider study would be required if it was desired to eliminate the
possibility that changes as small as these had occurred due to the repeated freeze/thaw treatments.

Colour difference assessment on the red flag fabric before and after 50 freeze/thaw
treatments indicated a colour change (delta E) of 0.26 units, made up of slight increases
in L,*a*, and b*. Repeat measurements on the untreated fabric showed that this change
was within the standard deviarion ofthe determinations.

The effect ofincreased or decreased moisture content on freeze/thaw treatments ofwool

Increasing the moisture content of wool from about 10% to more than 20%, or decreasing
it to about 5%, has no measurable effect on the tear strength offabrics after 20 freeze/thaw cycles
(Table 3). There would not appear to be a great risk if wool fabrics are occasionally subjected to
a freeze/thaw geatment while having a slightly elevated moisture content. Freezing in the
presence ofliquid water was not studied.

The effect offreeze/thaw treatments on irradiated wool fabrics

Wool fabric suffers considerable damage when exposed to sunlight or the artiicial light
source used in these experiments [14,16,17]. Irradiation ofthe light fabric for 7 and 14
days caused decreases in tear strength of28% and 48% respectively (Table 3). Smaller
decreases (3% and 16%) were observed for the heavy fabric. Up to 50 freeze/thaw cycles
callsed no significant fimher decrease in tear strength for any ofthe irradiated fabrics.

The lack ofairther damage to the irradiated wool fabrics due to freeze/thaw treatments is
a airther indicadon that older historical fabrics are not likely to be damaged by such
treatments.

Conclusion

The treatment of new wool fabrics with up to 50 abbreviated freeze/thaw cycles caused no
apparent damage as measured by tear test abrasion and a stain test. Prior irradiation
treatment, or the presence ofup to 20% moisture, did not lead to damage during the
freeze/thaw treatments.

Decreases ofless than 10% in tear strength and abrasion resistance were observed when
samples ofold wool fabrics were subjected to up to 50 freeze/thaw treatments. In view of
the uneven wear that the fabrics may have been subjected to prior to the freeze/thaw
treatments, the changes are probably too small to be significant. Negligible colour change
was observed when a red-dyed flag fabric was subjected to 50 freeze/thaw treatments

Leo A Holt*, Chen Yi*, and Wendy Dodd**

*C/-Agriculture School, La Trobe University, Bundoora 3083, Victoria, Australia.
**Australian War Memorial P.O. Box 345, Canberra ACT 2601
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Recent Activities in Textile Conservation Research at CCI

Having received many requests to conduct research into problems affecting the conservation of
textiles, the Canadian Conservation Institute has begun to focus more of its research efforts in this
area. As part ofthe research program, CCI consulted with clients who are concerned with textile
conservation. Since January 1995, two meetings have been held and a number of verbal and written
comments have also been received. These consultations gave feedback on the research program,
guidance for future work, and identified research priorities. We hope in this way that the research
addresses the needs ofthe Canadain tectile conservation community.

The first meeting was held at CCI on Februaty 8, 1995 at CCI, where 19 conseivators and
scientists from CCI met with a group of7 textile conservators from the Ottawa/Montreal area- A
second meeting was held in Calgary, as one ofthree concurrent discussion groups during the IIC-CG
annual conference, on May 28, 1995. Fifteen participants and three CCI representatives, Charlie
Costain, Janet Wagner and Season Tse were present. Verbal and written suggestions were also
received from 5 conservators who were not present in the two meetings.

A notable result ofthis effort was the opportunity for professional exchanges among textile
conservators, scientists, educators and collection managers. CCI provided an update ofour recent
research activities. We also identified the areas which cause the greatest concerns among our clients.
The following gives a brief summary ofthe suggestions from the consultations, and a response from
CCI, indicating our capabilities within the next few years The concerns and suggestions for research
have been divided imo 3 categories: high priority, medium priority and areas ofinterest.

High Priority

36

Wet cleaning of historic textiles
Studying various aspects ofwet cleaning ofhistoric textiles is considered to be the highest

priority for most textiles conservators we spoke to. While washing ofcellulosic textiles is commonly
done, the area that needs the most research is in the wet-cleaning ofproteinaceous textiles.

At CCI a great deal of work has been carried out on the washing of paper. What we learnt from
that will form a good basis for cellulosic textiles. Certain aspects of washing of cellulosic textiles will
be answered by Season Tse's current project on washing ofcellulosic textiles. Other areas such as
duration ofwashing and long term eff*ct ofadditives and detergent residues will be studied in future
work. CCI has established analytical methods to evaluate cellulosic textiles, similar studies involving
protein Ebres is pending the development of suitable analytical methods by Gregory Young.

Choosing the mlitable water purification system
Very closely related to wet-cleaning is the question ofwater quality and water purification.

Requests for a CCI publication on this topic are overwhelming, both among the textile and the paper
conservation conmnmity (report for Paper Research Focus Group Meeting -1994, Kleinburg).
Conservators are looking for guidelines to help them choose from the myriads ofwater purification
systems that are commercially available.

A CCI Note will be prepared in order to help conservation labs make a suitable choice.
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While the note is in progress, you can contact Season Tse for advice relaring to water purification
systems.

Materials for preventive conservation
There were many requests for CCI to provide guidelines for selection of plastic storage and

display materials, and choice of storage systems. Conservators and collection managers are eagerly
waiting for the CCI publications: "Handbook of Plastics for Use in Preventive Consen'ation"(by
Scott Williams) and "Enclosures" (by Stefan Michalski)

Many ofthe concerns about storage materials and enclosures will be addressed by these two
publications. CCI planned to have "Enclosures" available by the end of 1995. Publication in
electronic format ofthe "Handbook ofPlastics for Use in Preventive Conservation" is also planned.
CCI will not be carrying out major research in the area of storage system fabrication. Beyond
specifications for storage systems clients are advised to contact manufacturers.

Guidelines for Exhibition

Many museums are exhibition-driven several conservators expressed the need for'proof of
detrimental effects ofcertairt display conditions and duration of exhibition, in order to lobby for
changes. Damages include fhding of certain colorams, discolouration of textile fibres resulting from
extended light exposure, and physical damage caused by stress during exhibition or use of the
artifacts.

Acceptable light levels for exhibition are well established in general terms, but defining
appropriate exposure dmes for pardcular materials and media is more problematic. CCI has no
plans for long term research in this area. The use ofthe microfading apparatus for predicting light
damage of artifacts could provide some of the needed evidence. Development ofIR and thermal
analytical techniques are expected to be useful for monitoring the state of degradation of protein
fibres under exhibition conditions.

Protein Ebre degradanon
Development ofanalytical methods to evaluate silk and wool degradation is fundamentally

important, in order to answer questions about the effect of treatments, such as the washing of silk
and wool, and display and storage conditions.

Greg Young will continue to develop thermal-analytical and infrared microanalytical
methods for silk. After-treatment evaluation of the Gondar Hanging will be the first step towards
developing these techniques. There are also filture plans for Season Tse to establish chemical and
biochemical methods to evaluate treatments for silk and correlate the results to physical
measurements. It is uncertain when the chemical evaluation will begin.

Consolidams

There are a number of requests for development and evaluation of methods for consolidating
painted, as well as highly degraded and fragile textiles.

The ultrasonic mister has been successhlly used in treating ethnographic materials and
friable media on works ofart on paper. The Textile Lab at CCI will be evaluating this method as a
treatment for painted textiles. The use of parylene, as a last resort, to consolidate weighted silk
fragments has been evaluated both by Bonnie Hatvorson„ and David Grattan and the textile lab at
CCI. While there were no general recommendations for treatment of all textiles, the method was
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useful for highly degraded silk artifacts. POLYOX was successfully used to consolidate
archaeological wool fragments. There are no plains for more work on parylene or POLYOX
consolidation oftextiles.

Adhesives

Adhesive research contimies to be important to most textile conservators. The long term
imeraction ofadhesives on textile artifacts and removability are the main concerns when it comes to
using adhesives in their treatment plan

Jane Down and Ela Keyserlingk offer a seminar on Adhesives Used in Textile Conservation.
Many ofthe issues listed above are addressed in the seminar. Jane will be contimling her work on
the stability of adhesives based on vinyl acetate ethylene (VAE) copolymers with various modifiers.
Up to the present time CCI has not investis:ted the properties ofany adhesives with relation to any
substmtes. These application aspects ofthe project will best be addressed after the stability question
has been answered.

Medium Priority

Stain removal

There is a lot ofinterest in the removal ofvarious stains, such as rust, glue and starch stains from
wool and silk.

In the past, CCI has done quite a lot ofwork on various aspects of stain removal on paper
artifacts. These include the extensive work on bleaching, removal ofiron stains using reducing
agents and the use of enzymes for removal of starch and protein stains. These techniques are
applicable to cellulosic textiles. Evaluation of the effect of stain removal procedures on protein
fibres requires sensitive analydcal procedures, and it is in CCrs plans to develop these methods.

Suction table

The suction table has been invaluable in paper conservation treatments such as stain removal and
local treatments. The Textile Lab at CCI will be developing methods for textile conservation
traitments using this tool.

Areas of Interest
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Composite and modern materials.

There are many questions about treatment, stabilization, storage and display of composite and
modern materials such as metallic threads with cotton or silk core, buttons and sequins, synthetic
fibres, painted textiles and rubberized fabric.

There are a number ofCCI notes dealing with care and storage of- metals, cellulose nitrate- and
rubber-containing objects. Treatment strategies for composite objects can vary widely depending on
many factors. Requests for assistance on such projects may be best addressed by consultaon with
CCI staffon a case-by-case basis. While CCI has no immediate plans to carry out long tem research
projects on these topics, Scott Williams, David Grattan, Malcolm Bilz and Jean T6treault will be able
to provide expert advice.

Colour monitoring
Colour monitoring of artifacts using a Minolta Chromameter is being carried out by
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conservators who wish to follow colour changes resulting from treatments or display conditions.
There is a need f6r better understanding ofthe capability and limitations ofthe techniques and the
instruments. There are suggestions for a basic CCI workshop on how to use colour monitoring
equipment, how to carry out colour measurements and how to calculate and interpret the data. A
CCI Note on colour measurement has also been suggested. These possibilities are being evaluated
by CCI.

Fire-proo6ng offibre art

This is an area that is not well studied. At the University of Alberta, Dr. Nancy Kerr
supervised a graduate research project looking at the effect ofsome fire retardants on cellutosic
materials. It was suggested that more follow-up work on testing recent Ere-retardants on various
types of textile fibres, in addition to cellulosic fibres, could be carried out.

While at CCL Bonnie Halvorson has put together an information package on various aspects of
fire-prooEng of textiles artifacts. CCI has no plans to evaluate the long term effect of Bre retardants
on textiles. However, the chemical components of these retardants can sometimes be indicative of
potemial hazards for textile fibres Scott Williams may be able to provide general guidelines for
choosing Ere retardants based on the components in the formulations.

Identification of highly degraded cellulose fibres
There are two post-graduate projects supervised by Dr. Nancy Kerr, at the University of Alberta

which deal with identifcation of highly degraded cellulosic fibres. CCI currently uses microscopy
and infrared spectroscopy to distinguish different Bbre types (vegetable, animal or synthetic Sbres),
and do not have future research plans in this area.

In general, conservators are placing more emphasis on preventive measures, and short term
treatmems.Thisis a reflection ofthe current climate oflack oftime and resources for long and
involved (and expensive) treatments. It was emphasized that CCI research must result in practical
recommendations for treatments, choice of materials and guidelines for collection care. Some
conservators Snd it diScult to make the leap from experimental results to the everyday handling of
the objects.

The role of CCI is to be a resource for the conservation community, both in carrying out research
and providing information. It was pointed out, both in the Paper and Textile Research Focus Group
Meetings, that there is a need for better communication and more effective dissemination of
information/knowledge. These focus group meetings are one way to begm a dialogue with our
clients and to establish/re-establish contacts. More frequent updates of CCI activities in various
newsletters (eg. CCI Newsletter and Textile Conservation Newsletter) will also be helpful.

Participants were very appreciative ofCCI's effort in organizing these meetings. There was
general support for CCI's currem research projects as well as future plans To obtain the Textile
Research Focus Group Report, a more detailed account ofthese meetings, please send your request
to ClifTMcCawley, Director or Conservation Research Services at CCI. If there are any suggestions
and comments regarding these focus group meetings, please contact Cliff'McCawley.

Season Tse

Conservation Scienrist

Canadian Conservarion Instimle
10301nnes Road

Ottawa. ON KIA 0M5
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Textile Conservation at Glenbow

The restructuring of Glenbow in the spring of 1993 resulted in the loss ofthe permanent
textile conservator position at the museum. Storage and exhibition oftextiles still play a
part in the activities ofthe museum, so how has Gienbow been caring for this part ofthe
Collection?

Since 1993 we have hired textile conservators on a temporary or contract basis to carry
out treatment work for a number of artifacts on exhibit. We have also contracted out the

construction and dressing ofmannequins to a conservation technician who is experienced
in mannequin-maldng Except for a couple ofinstances, the work on the artifacts has
taken place in the conservation lab at Glenbow rather than offsite. A policy to deal with
contract work on artifacts has been written and states, that whenever possible, work on
arifacts (including conservation and mount-malang) will be done on Glenbow premises.

No treatment work f6r textiles in storage has been done recently, although there is a small
budget for textile conservation ifthe need arises. A storage upgrade in our Cultural
History collection this past year resulted in improved storage and access for our Folk
Studies artifacts including textiles. The terdles are now properly rolled or stored on
customized mounts. Mount making and rolling ofthe textiles was mostly done by
collection technicians and volunteers. While there is a plan to upgrade all of our textile
storage in the Cultural History collection, we are still seeking to secure funding for this
important project.

Heather Dumka

Conservator - Artifacts

Glenbow Museum



Not All Mothballs Are Created Equal
Two different chemicals, paradichlorobenzene (PDB) and naphthalene, are used for

mothballs, restroom deodorant blocks, and similar purposes. They both have a
characteristic "mothball" odour. Most people can detect the odor ofnaphthalene at about
0.04 parts per million (ppm), and PDB at about 0.12 ppm. This means both can be
detected before their Threshold Limit Values (TLVs). The TLVs for both chemicals are
very low (10 ppm) indicating they are very toxic. Since both have the same TLV, it is
necessary to compare other qualities in order to choose the least toxic chemical.

Naphthalene can cause anemia, liver and lidney damage. Its ability to cause cancer is
debatable based on a single National Toxicology Program (NTP) two-year inhalation
study. This study showed no evidence of carcinogenic activity in male mice, but showed
some evidencel of carcinogenic activity in female mice. Ifit is acarcinogen,itism
showing evidence ofbeing a potent one.

PDB's primary efT6cts are on the respiratory system and liver. Cancer studies of PDB
have been reviewed and the evidence is clearer. NIP places PDB in Category 22, the
National Instiarte for Occupational Safety and Health (NIC)SH) lists it as a carcinogen3,
and the International Agency fbr Research on Cancer (IARC) lists PDB in category 284

Comparing these data tips the scale in favor ofusing naphthalene with one major
reservation Naphthalene is highly to;ic causing severe anemia in certain people of Black
(other than Australian Aboriginal), Mediterranean, and Semitic origins with genetic
glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase deficiencies. People with this genetic condition
should avoid exposure to naphthalene

1. The NrP uses 6¥e categories of evidence of carcinogenic activity to m=narise the evidence observed in each
animal study. Two c:tegories fbrpositive mindts (cleareiidcnce andsomc evidence),one category for uncertain
Sndings (equivocal evidence); one categog for no obse,Fable effects (no evidence); and one cawgory for studies
that cannot be evaluatedi because of major flaws (inadequarc study).

2. Afiersmdies ham been evaluated, theNTP has twocaregories of carcinogens: 1) knountobecaminogenic
orn human smdies. and 2) reasonably anticipatcd to be carcinogcnic, with limited evidenoe in huinan or
sumcient evidence in experimental an,mal.

3. NIOSH-X: carcinogcn defined with no further categories.

4 IARC-2B:' possibly caminogenic to humans: ' limited human evidence m humans in the absence of sufficient
evidence in experimental animals.

Reprinted with permission from ACTS FACTS, Monona Rossol, Editor
181 Thompson SL, #23. New York, NY 10012, (212) 777-0062 or

75054.2542@compusenv.corn
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Thesis Research - Can You Help?

Shawna Lemisld, a graduate student in the Departmem,ofHuman Ecology at the
University of Alberta, is conducting her thesis research on the degradation ofweighted
silk. One of the goals ofthe research is to develop a set of guidelines for the handling
storage and display of weighted silks that will advise textile conservators and collections
managers in the preservation ofthese artifacts. The study will include examination and
testing ofboth historic, nanirally aged silks and new weighted silk artificially aged with
light.

In order to have a sufficient number of historic silk samples for testing, Ms. Lemiski is
seeking donations of degraded silks from apprommately 1870-1940. Because the testing
may be destructive, the samples should be from discarded or deaccessioned items, not
from amfacts that belong to museum collections. The pieces do not have to be large, as
even 5 cm X 5 cm is adequate for some types of analysis, All donations will be
acknowledged, and donors will receive a summary of results in the spring. If you are able
to contribute to this research project, please contact Ms. Lemiski as soon as possible or
send your sample(s) with a briefnote about the source and date of the silk if possible.

Shawna Leminsld

115 Home Economics Building
University of Alberta

Edmonton, AB T66 2MB

ph. (403) 492-5385
fax: (403) 452-5653

e-mail: slemiski@gpu.srv. ualberta.ca
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The TEXTTLE SOCIETY OF AMERICA (TSAyS Fifth Biennial
Symposium titled "Sacred Textiles", will consider a broad range of
textiles related to rituals practised throughout all parts ofthe world. It
will take place September 18-22, 1996 at The Art Institute ofChicago.

For information contact co-chairs:

Christa C. Thurman,

Curator of Tediles, Textile Department
The Art Institute ofChicago,
111 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago, IL 60603-6110,
TEL: 312-443-3696, FAX 312-443-0849,
or

Rita J. Adrosko,
Curator Emeritus, Textiles -

NMAH 4131 - MRC 617, Smithsonian Institution,
Washington, DC 00560,

TEL: 202-357-1889, FAX 202-357-1853.

ATCN

FABRIC OF AN EXH[BnION

AN NTERDISCIPLINARY APPROACH

TEXTILE CONSERVATION SYMPOSIUM'97

The Canadian Conservation Insitute, Department of Canadian Heritage, is hosting
the Grst biennial North American Texiile Conservafon Symposium from September
22 to 25,1997 in Ottawa. Canada. Curators. designers, conservators and other
museum professionals will address issues related to the successful exhibition of
textiles. Aside from the formal presentations and poster sessions, tours of museums
and facilities in the Ottawa area and demonstrations of techniques will be offered.
The proceedings ofthis symposium will be published after the conference.

An internaonal call br papers will appear in the spring of 1996, however, early
submissions are welcomed.

To receive further details, please write to:

Michaela Keyserkingk
Symposium'97

Canadian Conservation Insdrute

Department of Canadian Heritage
1030 Innes Road

Ottawa,ON KIAOMS
Canada

FAX: (613) 9984721

e-mail: ela_keyserlingk@pch.gc.ca
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TCN Subscription Form

The TEXnLE CONSERVATION NEWSLETIER is an informal foruin for textile and costume news from around
the world. It contains information related to textile conservation, history, technology and analysis, recent
publications, supplies and equipment, health and safety, employment opportunities and upcoming courses,
conferences and exhibitions. The TEXTILE CONSERVATION NEWSLETIER is published twice yearly, in the
spring and 6$11, with one supplement each year devoted to a specific topic.

All submissions should be typed or, preferably, forwarded on an IBM compatible 3.5" disc in Wordperfect
(Windows or DOS) 4.2, 5.0 or 5.1 format. The disc will be returned. Inquiries, submissions and address changes
should be sent to:

TEXTILE CONSERVATION NEWSLETTER
P.O. Box 20205

Ottawa, ON KIN 9P#

The subscription term is two years and includes four issues and two supplements. The subscription rates are:
Canada - $35.00 CDN: USA and Overseas - $38.00 Ila. Back issues and supplements ofTCN are available at $4.50
CDN in Canad< all other locations: $5.50 Ila. Ifyou subscribe part way through the subscription period you will
receive all the back issues ofthat period. Subscriptions received after the last issue ofthe two year term but before
the Brst issue ofthe next term witt automatically be carried fbrward.

NAME

ADDRESS

NEW SUBSCRIPTION

BNAL

[NVOICE REQUIRED

BACK ISSUES

Please send cheque, International Money Order*, or bank draft in Canadian or American funds payable to: Textile
Conservation newsletter, at the above address.

* Please request an International Money Order drawn on a Canadian clearing bank encoded with the following three
part coding line: 5 digit number - 3 digit number - account number, branch code; bank code.

You may also contact TOI via e-mail or fax:

e-mail address: twilson@achilles.net Fax: (613) 826-1221
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The following back issues and supplements ofthe TEXTILE CONSERVATION NEWSLETTER are available.

SUPPLEMENTS

Annotated Biblioeraphv on the Use Adhesives Used in Textile Conservation
Jacinthe Moquin, Provincial Museum of Alberta

Mannequins for the Royal Ontario Museum Gallerv
Alexandra Palmer, Textile Department, Royal OntarioMuseum. 1987

Warning! Dichlorovos Resin Strip Fumi«ation
Sharon Hammick Conservation Department, Royal British Museum, 1989

Recent Trends in Costume and Textile Storaee

Jaquelin Beaudoin-Ross, McCord Muselon Of Canadian Himoly,
and Eva Burnham, Canadian Conservation Instinite, 1990

The Effects of Substrate Variation on Colorimetry Readines
Leslie K Redma,4 Cm:adian Musetim of Civilization, 1990

Characterization and Preservation of Weighted Silk

Merrill Horswell et al, Department of Emironment, Textile and Design,
University of Wisconsin, 1992

Conservation ofan Egvptian Mummv Shroud
Isabella Krovski and Diane McKay, Royal Omario Museum 1992

Have Suitcase. Will Travel; Techniques for Packing Costume
Irene F. Kmsten, McCord Museum of Canadian History, 1994

Intersecting Silhouette Mannequins

Denis Iniouche, Canadian Museum of Civilization. 1995
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